
RESEARCH 
BLOG TITLES 
FOR CONTENT 
INSPIRATION
Inspiration for your own content.
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In this 5-min workshop I want you to research blog titles relating to your business 
to help give you inspiration for your own content.

Creating valuable, consistent content for your website is the number one criteria 
for better rankings on search engines like Google but a lot of business owners I 
speak to struggle to come up with ideas or know where to even start.

Most of you watching or listening to this episode are already storytellers. You do 
this day in, day out in front of your customers so creating content that will help 
inspire future customers should be second nature. When writing content, it is best 
to write as if you are speaking directly to one of your customers in your own tone 
of voice. But I do understand that writing content gives the fear to some.

Whether it is yourself or someone else that writes for you, looking at what is 
popular and engaging consumers right now will help you think of ideas for your 
own business.

In this workshop, I want you to spend 5-min a day, collating popular stories from 
your own destination using a tool called Buzzsumo. Buzzsumo offers a free service 
that allows you to search for a key phrase that relates to your business.

For example, searching ‘food Tours in New York’ highlighted the top 10 content 
pieces over the last few months. This will show both video and written content 
relating to the search. What I want you to do is spend 5-min per day, searching 
one key-phrase and copy the links of any content you like. Please take note of the 
ones that have high engagement rates and consider these for inspiration for your 
next arrival of video.

Do this task once per day until you collate a list of 24-52 content pieces. This will 
give you inspiration for content that you could write, or have someone write, in 
bulk and post once per week or every second week for the next year.

As long as you make the content unique to your business, this will have a massive, 
positive impact on your site’s SEO and rankings over time, giving you a higher 
chance of those organic and direct bookings.
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HOW TO USE BUZZSUMO
Go to https://buzzsumo.com and enter a key phrase relating to your business...

Look at the top content in the results and collate a list of urls in a Google or Excel 
Spreadsheet, also taking note of engagement rates...

https://buzzsumo.com
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5-MIN A DAY TASK
I want you to spend 5-min a day searching for key-phrases relating to your 
business. Do this task once per day until you collate a list of 24-52 content pieces. 
This will give you inspiration for content that you could write, or have someone 
write, in bulk and then post/schedule once per week or every second week for the 
next year.
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“My initial experience with digital 
marketing did not go well. I am so glad 
I widened my search and went with 
what must be the best Travel Marketing 
Company on Earth.

Thank you to all at Tourism Marketing 
Agency, for all that you have done for 
me and the business. I know we are 
only at the beginning of the marketing 
journey, but the journey to date has 
been incredible. - Thank you!”

Damien Stewart, Poland At War Tours

Tourism Marketing Agency
The Garden Room
25 Polnoon Avenue
Glasgow G13 3HQ

hello@tourismmarketing.agency
+44 20 3920 9135

tourismmarketing.agency

mailto:hello%40tourismmarketing.agency?subject=
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https://tourismmarketing.agency

